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The endowment lecture held on 13th October 2023 at MG Hall of Government College 

Chittur, Palakkad  by the Department of Tamil was a resounding success, with esteemed 

speakers and scholars contributing their valuable insights. 

The event commenced with a warm welcome address by Dr. A. Vijayan, setting an 

atmosphere of anticipation and scholarly enthusiasm. His words resonated with the audience, 

preparing them for the enriching experience that awaited. Dr. T. Reji, the Principal in charge of 

GCC, then delivered the inaugural address, officially commencing the lecture program. He also 

unveiled a book titled "Chellan Govindan VaralaaRRayvukal," a noteworthy addition to the 

literary corpus. The book release marked a significant moment, paying tribute to the rich legacy 

of Tamil Historical Research.. 

Following this, Dr. G. Muthulakshmi, the Head of the Tamil department, graced the 

occasion with her presidential address. Her words were laden with wisdom and encouragement, 

setting the stage for the profound discussions that were to follow. 

The highlight of the event was the special address by the esteemed chief guest, Dr. A. 

Satheesh, Associate Professor of Tamil Literature and Scriptology at the International Institute of  

Tamil Studies , Tharamani, Chennai. Dr. Satheesh's presentation on the research of the Indus 

Valley Civilization and its intersections with Sangam literature, based on the pioneering work of 

R. Balakrishnan, was nothing short of enlightening. The audience was captivated by the depth of 

insight and meticulous scholarship exhibited in his discourse. 

Finally, the event concluded with a heartfelt vote of thanks delivered by Dr. N. 

Manoharan, the coordinator and Assistant Professor at GCC. His gratitude extended to all the 

attendees, speakers, and organizers, acknowledging their collective efforts in making the lecture 

a remarkable success. 

In conclusion, the endowment lecture held at Government College Chittur on 13th 

October 2023 was a celebration of scholarly excellence, marked by illuminating addresses and 

insightful discussions by our students and research scholars . The event will undoubtedly leave a 

lasting impact on the intellectual pursuits of the attendees, enriching their understanding of Tamil 

literature and its historical contexts. 

 



 

 

  




